Introduction
In the present paper we shall stud? the integral operators in unbounded domains which map the solutions.of a system of thermal conductivity equations in one spice variable onto the solutions of a system of linear parabolic equations of the form is an unknown vector and Q(x,t) = [q 1 *^(x,t)] nxfl is a matrix of given functions. These operators will be applied to the solution of the Fourier problem of first kind for the system (1) in a oertain non-oylindrical domain* In paper [3] we have given the construction of integral operators for domains symmetric with respect to the x~axis. On performing a change of variables we can reduoe a non-symmetric donain to a symmetric one and use the results of paper [3] to solve the above stated problem. A setback of the method is that the change of variables effects the form of the kernel of the operator. In particular, a system of equations with coefficients independent of may, in consequence of the change of variables, become a system with, coefficients depending on t, which needlessly complicates the construction of the kernel. For thai reason we shall construct new proper operators for arbitrary doraaixiB. About the £iven matrix Q ir. the system (1; we make the • following assumptions:
(Z^) the matrix Q(x,t) ie of olass C 1 with respect to the variable x and analytic with respect to the variable t for |x| < + oo and |t| <t Q , Q(x,t) a 0 for |x| ^ a and |t| < t , where a and t Q are positive constants.
2. Auxiliary problem Problem (P.,): Find a matrix M(s,x,t) = [m
11
' (b,x, t)] nxn which is in the domain (2) a., = |(stx,t) t b> x> -a, |t| <t0J a solution of the equation (3) "xx " M ss = M t ~ and satisfies the conditions oc -\ (6 + ji), we can write the system (12) in the form +00
1=1 J
Since for any i,j = 1,...,n we have q i3 (rf t t) » 0 for |6|^a and M i^( s,x,t) = 0 for s<x and ^ (s+x)^a, the system (13) oan be written in the form (7) for ^ (s+x) <a. Theorem 2. If the matrix Q satisfies assumptions (Z 1 ), then t£e system (7) has exaatly one solution being of class C^ with respect to the variables s, x and analytic with respect to the variable t in the domain ^ = |(s,x,t):s^x>-«, Proof.
We try to find the solution of the system (7) in form of the sums of series 
By « we denote domination with respect to the variable t (see [1]).
Assume that A>1 and t > 1, hence o *
Sinoe in the double integrals, which define U^(s,x,t) we 11 have a -j (jj+6) ^ a -5 (s+x), we get M|J(e,x,t) « i^H-2 A 2 (1 -4^)" 2 [a -I (s+x)]
H, Gr a bar ska
In the second integral of the latter inequality we have 6 2 ^ (s+x), henoe
for i,j = 1,...,n. Making use of the equality
we obtain by recurrenoe that
for i,j = l,...,n, k = 2,3,..., (s,x,t)eS1 and ^ (s+x)<a.
Henoe it follovs that for (s,x,t)e and ^ (s+x) <a we have M^(s,x,t)
..,n. From these inequalities it follows that the series (14) are almost uniformly convergent for (s,x,t) e and ^ (s+x) <a.
Hence, by assumptions (Z 1 ) and condition (5)» the sums iff^ of ? the series (14) are functions of class C with respect to the variables s, x and analytio with respeot to the variable t for (s,x,t) e Problem (P 2 ). Determine the matrix N(s,x,t) = [N^is^t)] that satisfies in the domain {(s,x,t):s <x <a, |t| <t 0 } the equation (21) H^ -N 88 = R t -Q(x,t)H and the conditions z (22) N(x,x,t) « "f J Qfs.tjda,
N(s,x,t) = 0 for j (s+x)^-a and e> x.
To prove the existenoe of the solution of problem (? 2 ) we use an argument similar to that by which we proved the existence of the solution of problem (P-j). If the matrix Q satisfies the assumptions (Z.,), then the matrix H being a solution of problem (Pg) is of olass C with respect to the variables s, x and is analytic with respect to the variable t in the domain Ml 9 Since the veotor to 1 ' is of class C with respeot to x and of class C 1 with respect to t in the domain D^, while the matrix ll is of class C 2 with respect to 8, x and analytic with respeot to t in the domain SL|, the veotor U^ is a regular solution of the oystem (1) This is a system of Volterra integral equations of seoond kind, so, by K 1^e C 2 , there exists exaotly one solution which is regular like the given veotor U^1'(x,t). Setting (29) in the system (1) and making use of assumptions (a) and (b) we get +oo ( t 4i ) -W t 1) ) + I M(s,3C,t) (^¡^B.t) -u4 1) (s,t))ds -0. X This is a system of homogeneous Volterra integral equations, with the unknown veotor (u^ -Its unique solution is therefore the zero veotor, henoe " Theorem 4. If (a) th9 matrix Q satisfies the assumptions (Z^), (b) the matrix M is a solution of problem (P0),
tnen the operator is a one-to-one mapping of X v ' onto Y v ' The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3« 4. application of the integral operators to the solution of che i'oarier problem of first kind iroblem (P). A veotor U(x,t) is to be determined whioh 1° is a solution of the system (1) in the domain « {(x,t) s x^t) <x <x2(t), 0<t<tQ}, 2° is continuous in the domain D 3 = {(x,t) j x.,(t) <x 2 (t), 0 <t 0 }, 3° satisfies the limit conditions (30) U(x,0) = 0 for x^O) < x <x 2 (0) f Ufx^t^t) = P (i, (t) for 0<t<t Q , i = 1,2.
Suppose that assumptions (Z^) holds and that (Z 2 ) the functions x.j(t) f x 2 (t) are of class C 1 in (0,t Q )
and there exiBt constants o^ and |J Q such that x 1 (t) ^ a Q < (J Q £ $ x 2 (t) for 0 <t <t Qf (Z^) the vectors F^(t) f P^2*(t) are continuous for 0$t <t 0 , (Z 4 ) DjCD a • {(x,t)i |x| < a and 0$t<tj, (Z^) the matrices M and N are solutions of problems (P^) and (P 2 ) respectively.
We try to find the solution of the system (1) in the form + 00
where the vectors u> , ur are regular solutions of the system (25) in the domain D^ such that u^(x.O) = o^2^(x,0)=0. For x.,(t) <x <x 2 (t), 0 <t <t Q the vectors a/ 1 ', to^2* can be written as heat potentials of second kind is continuous for x-*>x.j(t). By em analogous argument we can show that the seoond integral is continuous for x-»-x 2 (t). kernels it has exactly one solution which has the same regular properties as the given vectors F^ and F^2'. On introducing the matrices G^1', G^2* into (37) and (38) the system takes the form (34) and the proof of the theorem is completed.
